
Vanguard Analyzer™

 Ensures expert level 
audit results.

 Reduces the number 
of manual tasks in 
an assessment.

 Improves the quality 
and consistency of the 
system assessment.

 Allows management to 
show ‘due diligence’ 
demonstrating regulatory 
compliance and audit 
readiness.

 Delivers the needed 
information to the correct 
people quickly via email.

 Developed by 
security experts in 
the United States.

Your IBM® Security Server database touches every application and user in your environment. 
If you think you can test for vulnerabilities using a command-line interface, think again. 

Vanguard Analyzer is an advanced vulnerability assessment module for IBM z/OS® and 
RACF®. Analyzer does much more that check the integrity of your security policy. It finds 
potential threats and lets you to drill down to understand the problem in detail. It helps you 
rapidly fix the problem with Vanguard Administrator and other integrated tools. That means 
when you suspect a vulnerability you can find it, and fix it, fast.

Bringing Together Vulnerability Analysis and Administration

Vanguard Analyzer delivers expert level vulnerability assessments and audit results in minutes, 
using Vanguard’s extensive knowledge base of security best practices. Findings are presented 
in order of importance, and include detailed explanations, risk identification, and recommended 
corrective action, all in simple business language. If vulnerabilities are found, they can be 
instantly corrected with Vanguard Administrator and other modules.

System Auditing made Easy

Analyzer runs thousands of integrity checks, automating the manual tasks associated with the 
audit process. Specific tests can be run individually, or a system overview report can be selected 
to indicate those areas with the most severe findings across the entire system. 

Improve Efficiency and Quality

Exposing and eliminating vulnerabilities in security implementation is the first step to a successful 
regulatory compliance program. Analyzer exposes hidden risks and provides a remediation 
cookbook to implement stronger security processes.

Plus, Analyzer cuts so much time out of the process that system assessments can be run more 
frequently. Preparing for outsider auditors has never been easier.

Expert Knowledge Base

SmartAssist™ gives the security analyst expert assistance in the interpretation of Analyzer’s 
assessment findings. By drilling down from a specific finding, SmartAssist presents a detailed 
explanation, a risk statement that is easy to understand, and a corrective action that is easy to 
follow. SmartAssist is an invaluable tool for creating a practical remediation plan.

System Integrity Verification and Audit Assessment

• Provide an in-depth overview of the current system status, identify exposures in simple business                                           
   risk language, and prioritize them for immediate action.

• Perform an entire z/OS system audit that includes RACF with a single selection or perform 
   specific individual audit functions.

• Display audit results online or printed in a batch report. Reports can be distributed in PDF format 
   and distributed via email.

• Quickly deliver the needed information to the correct people.
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• Rank messages by importance so they can be addressed quickly and appropriately.

• Mark findings that have been reviewed and accepted so that future reports will highlight new findings and duplicate review of known 
issues will be avoided.

Saves Time and Improves Best Practice

• Identify security vulnerabilities.

• Perform Self-Assessment before the auditors.

• Provide a means to record and measure vulnerabilities, and to demonstrate regulatory compliance and audit readiness.

• Conduct technical system audits without a systems programmer background.

<< Detailed Findings with Smart Assist

Smartlink™

Vanguard Administrator, Analyzer and Advisor each fully meet the 
needs of the security management roles for which they were designed. 
However, when these three products are used together, they form an 
integrated security management workbench environment that delivers 
a whole new level of effectiveness to security practitioners. 

In this environment, users looking at an Analyzer audit report can switch 
seamlessly to Advisor to check related event activity, then to Administrator 
to fix a problem found, and return back to the Analyzer report.

Vanguard’s proprietary SmartLink technology enables this natural workflow, linking the context from one product to the corresponding 
context in another. No wasted motion in navigation or re-entering data.

About Vanguard Integrity Professionals

Vanguard Integrity Professionals, an IBM Business Partner, provides enterprise security software and services that solve complex 
security and regulatory compliance challenges and deliver a rapid return on investment. With automated solutions for Audit and 
Compliance, Operational Security and Intrusion Management, Vanguard enables government agencies and corporations around the 
world to ensure continuous monitoring of z/OS systems, safeguard cloud computing secure domains, and protect critical data and 
applications from cybersecurity threats. 

For More Information

To learn more about the features and benefits of Vanguard enterprise security solutions, visit www.go2vanguard.com or call 
(702) 794-0014. 
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